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l.General Description
SMC series Valve Electric Actuators, a multi-turn type (hereinafter called as electric actuators)
are used to drive and control the multi-turn type valves such as gate valves, globe valves, diaphrame valves whose petals move linearly.

Some types of SMC series also can combine with the

BA bevel gear operators or straight gear operators to form the SMCIBA combination multi-turn actuators. When SMC serise actuators combined with HBC worm operators or JA planet operators, it
will form a combination partial-turn actuator and used to drive and control the running valve petal
of the partial turn valve, butterfly valve, plug valve and so on .
SMC series actuators can be operated from far away (operated in control room)

, it possesses

the electric operating function that depends on the order requirements to install a button of lamp
box inside. The manual mechanism of SMC series actuators can manually operate the valve.
This ~OPERATION INSTRUCTION~is suitable for Basic Version SMC seriesproducts. When
the actuat~r has special construction and special function (For example explosion-proof,high temperature and high speed,marine application ,low temperature,double
matical adjusting etc.),

speed and double line,

auto-

we can provide separately additional instruction manuals or sheet to intro-

duce the product operation methods and notes about their special parts .
Because of the controlling and adjusting components of the combination
SMCIBA,SMCIHBC,SMC/JA are installed

electric actuators

on the SMC series products, this ~OPERATION IN-

STRUCTION~is also suitable for above products.
Fig.l to Fig.9 showing general view of the Basic Version products.

The outline and flange con-

necting dimensions of above products ,refer to the relative product catalogues of our company .The
output torque ,speed, revolutions, motor power of the actuator can be found in the name plate of the
electric actuator.
2.Basic Technical Data
The products conform to lB1T8528-1997 ~Technical Specifications of Basic Version Electric
Valve Actuators).
2.1 Power Supply: 380V, 50Hz (400V, 50Hz or 415V, 50Hz) three phase sine AC (Based on customer requirements we can also provide motors of single phase,220V power supply.).
2.2 Protection Grade:
SMC-04, 03: IP 67
SMC-OOthrough SMC-5: IP 65
2.3 Ambient temperature: -20CC-40CC;-20CC-60CC(According to the order requirements of customer)
2.4 Ambient relative humidity: < 90% (25CC)
2.5 Sea level height: <1000 m
2.6 Short time working:Rated time is 10, 15,30min(According to the loading condition of motor )
2.7 No strong vibration conditions.
2.8 No strong corrosive medium and explosive mixed gas in working circumstances.
3. The main contents are shown on the nameplate:
Customer should pay attention to the main technical data shown in the nameplate of the actuator:
a. Type: The actuator type.
b. Maximum control torque: The maximum torque value adjusted before ex-factory (N. m)
c. Output speed: The revolutions per minute (r/min).
d. Maximum revolutions: The total revolutions of the output shaft during the period when the position indicator moves from 0 to 100%.
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e. Serial Number: The total serial number of the products or the serial numbers of the products in
this year.
f. Contract No.: The product order contract Number within the year. With this number, we can
find all of detailed situation of the product before ex-factory and would be facility for service after
sale.
4. Main construction.
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6.Bearing 7.Stem

4.1 Motor of special use: Type YLT motor is suitable for the loading specific property and operating conditions of the valve.
4.2 Reduction unit: Used to transfer and increase the power of motor. There are 3-5 kinds of ratio
of worm and worm gear and various motor gears and worm shaft gears combination, so that can get
wider output speed range.
4.3 Driving sleeve: Output power component of the eletric actuator.
2-pc,l-pc and jaw type .The construction refer to Fig.lO -Fig. 12.

There are three types:

The 2-pc driving sleeve incorporates the valve stem nut, so that the electric actuator bears the axial thrust force from the stem. The internal thread of the stem nut shall be machined by customer.
The l-pc driving sleeve is generally used for hidden stem multi- turn valve or to be connected
with the operator input shaft of HBC, BA.and JA.lts inner hole may be a single key ,double key or
a spline.
The jaw type driving sleeve can be engaged directly with the jaw on the stem nut which is located on the valve.
The type of the sleeve should be selected by customer in the order.
Also there are three types for the driving sleeve of SMCIBA combinated multi-turn products as
mentioned above.
For the driving shaft construction of SMCIHBC,

SMC/JA partial turn electric actuator can see

Fig 13.
The spline connection is mounted inside so that it is easy for assembling the electric actuator and
the valve.
The hole and key way for the spline connection fitting with the valve stem should be machined
by customer .
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Fig.14 Manual/electric changeover handle

driving shaft

4.4 Manual/electric changeover unit:
as a semi-auto type with electric priority.

Used for changing between electric and manual operation,
Push down the changeover handle as shown arrow direc-

tion before manual operation,then yon can carry out manual operation by turning the handwheel. If
electric operation, press either "on" or "off' control button to make the changeover handle return
to the electrical position automatically. At the same time,it can realize the electrical operation. The
different position of manual/electric changeover handle see Fig. 14.
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(Note: Do not forcely remove the handle from manual position to electrical position, otherwise
it would make the internal mechanism damaged.)
4.5 Manual operating unit: After manual/electric changeover, manual operation can be realised.
The handwheels of SMC-04, 03 are located on the low speed shaft, the driving sleeve is driven directly during manual operating. For SMC-OO through 5, manual unit is situated on the high speed
shaft, manual operating by the handwheel through worm gear shaft of reduction unit.
4.6 Torque control unit: Used to control the output torque of electric actuator. The unit is consisted of two parts:

One part is the worm and torque disk spring assembly,

and the other part is the

torque switch assembly.
Torque switch (hereinafter abbreviated as T.SW basic version is one switch with large capacity
silverinlaid normal close contacts is provided for each of the open and close direction.

The torque

switch with normal open or normal close contact for each of the open and close direction is optional.
When" position control" is selected,

T.SW serves for protection.

While selecting the" torque

positioning" is closed the T.SW is used for control.
The adjustment ofT.SW can see Fig.15
torque limit plate

indicator
Fig.15 adjustment section of the torque switch

4.7 Stroke control unit: Used to control the end position and the valve position contact sign feedback.It is consisted of the counter, middle transmission assembly, finger shape contact sheet seat
and rotating contact switch. The motion for"motion-input part" for SMC-04--2 is from the low
speed shaft, i.e driving sleeve. The motion for"motion-input part"for SMC-3--5 is from the high
speed shaft,i.e worm shaft.
The SMC stroke control unit is also called "geared limit position switch" (herein after shows as
G.L.SW) Its construction is shown in Fig.16.Two types of switch contacts arrangement are available,4R-2C and 4R-4C.For 4R-2C,8 self-wiping

large capacity contacts are provided,while

for

4R-4C,16 such contacts are provided.The specific type based on the different control requirements
that will selected by customer when ordered.
G.L-.SW contact on each row of rotor can be arranged arbitrarily,i.e the rotor of the same row
can be arranged as"OFF" type or"OFF""ON"type .(normally"OFF""ON"type arrangement is used.)
G.L.SW intermediate two rows of rotors can be used for signal output for the middle position of
valve and can also be adjusted to act synchronously with the rotors at the two sides
Fig 17 is the contact switch arrangement type of the typical control principle.
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of casing

Fig.18 Procedure of contact switch operation under typical control principle.
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Function

OFF

4.8 Position indicating unit: Used to indicate the valve position. The unit is also called MDPl.lt has
two main functions: First the mechanical pointer indicating valve position at site. Second the potentiometer devices feedback electrical signals to the position indicator in the control room. We can
provide full or partial function mentioned above according to the requirements of customer.
Different from G.L.SW contact signal,the valve position feedback signals of MDPI are continuous.
Fig.19 shows the MDPI position indicating unit construction. The transmission mechanism is composed of some pairs of bevel pinions,
full scale for valve of any diameter.

The mechanism can ensure that the pointers can indicate in

Point fix screw.
Potential device

FF==r==rl~~~r::ij--ot. gear disengaged
Pot. gear meshed

Fig.19 position indicating mechamism (MDPI).

.• About electric actuator controller
The controller is separated from the electric actuator as electric control parts for normal control
principle. Normally it is situated in the control room and should be purchased separately.
Controller is not needed separately for integrated version,all of the electrical elements of the control system is provided in the control box on the electric actuator.
The controller types depend on the order requirements. Our company can provide the independent controller with operation instruction.
5.Mounting and dismantling (Relative to the valve)
5.1 The internal thread of the stem nut or the inner hole and key way of the spline adapter should
be machined in advance to make them matching with the valve stem( it is unnecessary for l-pc and
jaw type driving sleeve).
5.2 Mounting and dismantling general procedures for the electric actuator with 2-pc driving
sleeve are as following: Put the stem nut which has been machined properly in to the sleeve and fix
it axially with locknut. Lift up the actuator to align the stem with the internal thread of the stem nut.
(Revolve direction is left for standard stem thread).Turn manually the actuator for valve open and
lower it down gradually until touch the valve connection surface. When the holes of flange aligned,
tighten the electric actuator with the valve by bolts.
In order to assure the bolts tightened reliably,

damage a part of the meshed thread of the upper

part of the sleeve and the locknut with a tool to provent the locknut from quitting freely.
To remove the electric actuator from the valve, the method is Hang up the electric actuator properly, then loose the bolts which connected the valve with the electric actuator, turn the actuator
manually in the direction of valve close, then the actuator may be lifted up. (Note:Should hang the
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electric actuator in any time until it separates from the stem. Should ensure to keep the hanging balance and reliably. Especially for greater torque and size products should pay more attention.
5.3 The mounting procedure for l-pc and the electric actuator of jaw driving sleeve is: Hang up
the actuator, put in the meshed hole of sleeve with key way. Simply make the jaw of sleeve and jaw
of the valve stem nut aligned,

then tighten the electric actuator with the valve reliably.

mantling,firstly reliable hang the electric actuator,

then loose the tightened bolts,

the bolts from the flange of valve.
5.4 The mounting and dismantling procedure of SMCIHBC,

When dis-

simply take off

SMC/JA partial turn product is as

following:
Mount the spline connection onto the valve stem and turn the driving shaft of the electric actua-

1

·1

tor second grade decelerator mechanism manually to the same position as that of the valve(It is ideal that the valve is in any of the extreme position in this case). Lift up the electric actuator, make the
driving shaft and the spline connection aligned. At the same time, align the connection screw holes,
fit the driving shaft with the spline connection and tighten the valve and the electric actuator by
bolts reliably.
Firstly hang the electric actuator reliably when disassemble, then loose the tighten bolts and take
them off from the valve.
(Note: Either multi-turn or partial turn etectric actuator,only allow lift the electric actuator itself
by swinging ring and must not lift them with the valve).
5.5 Before mounting the actuator,

it is necessary to clean the valve stem and coat it with grease.

For multi-turn valve with exposed stem,

it is necessary to ensure that the protrusion of the stem

must be less than the height of the stem cover.
5.6 Pay attention to the electric valve place in the pipe line when mounting the actuator to ensure
the reasonable space for maintenance or inspection for the electric actuator.
5.7 As to the position of the mounted electric actuator no principle requirements are prescribed
in normal case. However it is recommended to make the motor shaft in horizontal position and the
G. L.SW cover of box in horizontal or vertical position facing upward, downward. This is advantageous to lubrication, maintenance and observation on valve position.
6. Lubrication
6.1 The actuator was filled with special grease in our workshop.

The product shall be inspected

for lubrication at least once a year. If no abnormal phenomenon was discovered, the lubricant may
be further used.
6.2 In normal case, the grease in the bearing of motor need not be changed or added.
6.3 If changing grease after maintenance, should pay attention to its antioxidation,
water resistance, heat-resistance, corrosion resistance and mechanical stability etc .. And also should pay attention to the anticompression to ensure actuator lubrication and high transmission efficiency.
6.4 Special grease is preffered.
6.5 When grease is applied, care should be taken not to bring in foreign matters. After grease is
filled, the oil plug should be wound with PTFE sealing tape and then tightened.
6.6 When lubricant

(thin oil)is adopted in the electric actuator for special use, the electric actu-

aror is not filled with oil before despatch. It is necessary to fill it with oil before putting it into operation.
7. Electric control principle diagram and electric wiring.
Because the electric control principle of SMC series electric actuators are in wide range, the elec-
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tric control principle diagram which used in practice behind the instruction as a attachment.
terminal contrast table,

The

electric element data table are on the Basic electric control principle dia-

gram ...
Procedure and precaution for.wiring:
7.1 Confirm that power supply voltage is identical with motor voltage shown in the name plate.
· 7.2 For actuators SMC-04,03,00,0, I ,2, without field pushbutton lamp box, before wiring, remove
the G.L.SW cover (the cover with indicator window),the G.L.SW upper and front terminal plates
are visible. The wire inlet holes are located at the lower, upper or the side of the main housing.
For actuators SMC-04,03,00,0,1,2,with field pushbutton lamp box, before wiring, remove the G.
L.SW cover and T.SW cover (the cover at the other side of the main housing).The wire inlet hole is
also located in T.

SW housing because generally the wiring terminal board is inside the T.SW

housing.
Before wiring remove front square cover for various type SMC-3,4,5 products because G.L.SW
and T.SW located in same housing for above products,

wire inlet hole is located down or upper

of the main housing.
7.3 Connect the core wire and power cables to corresponding terminals separately according to
wire numbers shown in the electric control principle diagram. The wiring connection should be
tighly and reliably (The wiring between the electric

actuator and controller also should conform to

the corresponding terminal number.)
7.4 The external ground bolt of the electric actuator is located on the main housing.

The ground

connection of the products must be secure and reliable.
7.5 Inspect the phase sequence of power supply:Tum manually the valve to its middle position.
Then press"open"or"close"pushbutton
and ensure that the valve moving direction is identical with
the control operating direction .Othewise exchange the phase sequence connections on the motor.
7.6 Thermorelay (KH): Function of therm orelay is to protect the motor against damage when
trouble occurs on wiring switch. Value of the thermorelay is set so that the motor can be stoped
when trouble occurs.lt can be adjusted as follows: With starting current.Acts
about 10 sec later.
With rated current :No action within rated period,(Caution :The wire inlet hole of electric actuator is a thread hole, normally set a coiled pipe screws into the thread hole to protect the cable and
ensure integral machine sealing performance, the position and dimension of the thread hole can
see the catalogue of our company. If it is not set the wire inlet, after wiring of the product also
should provide suitable sealing measure, ifit is not, that would
8. Adjustment ofG.L.SW

affect its outdoor performance.)

Refer to Fig.16 ,4R-2c is shown in the figure .If another set of 4R-2C is added,

then a 4R-4C

mechanism is resulted, so the volume will be increased to the place shown in dotted lines.
In case no special requirements are given and the driving sleeve is in normal rotating direction
(right for valve closed):
• The rotor of row 1 is used to control Valve open position.
• The rotor of row 4 is used to control valve close position.
• The rotor of row 2, row 3 are used separately in the processes of open-close and close-open to
control anyone position or to provide signal for the end position of valve open or valve close.
• The "Adjusting axle" number (1),(2),(3),and (4)corresponding to
are used to adjust separatly the corresponded rotors.
•

Number(5) designates "Adjusting screw" is used
- 10-

the above mentioned rotor

to control in side gear disengaged or meshing.
S.l Close position adjusting of valve (adjustment of rotor of "row 4").
Ensure the phase sequence of power source is identical with the direction "open" and "close" of
the valve before adjusting.

If it is not clear whether the phase sequence is right,

according to the

above 7.5.
Be sure to cut off the power before adjustment.
a.Turn the valve toward close direction manually. Remember the direction of rotation "Adjusting axle "No.(4), Operate the valve manually to full close position and then stop it.(Carry on the
exact adjusting after initial adjusting of the close position
able for some multi-turn

so that the adjusting would be more reli-

valve. The certain allowance is dependent on the valve operating experi-

ences of customer).
b.Now oberserve the rotor switch SA-SB for controlling motor power, the Fig.17 shows No. (8)
. switch will occur two cases:
l.The power switch 8A-SB is in "on" position.
2.The power switch 8A-SB is in "off' position
c.Screw in slightly the "Adjusting screw" No.(5) with a screw
turn the adjusting shaft No.( 4),

if it can be moved,

driver to certain degree and try to

this means that the intermittent gear is disen-

gaged and adjustment can be done.
d.The detail adjusting methods for above two cases are as folllows:
•

First case:8A-8B is in"ON" position, which means that power is not cut off. It is necessary to

turn the adjusting axle with a screw driver toward the dirction in which the adjusting shaft (4)
should

be turned during closing of the valve manually.!t should be stopped until rotor of row( 4)is

turned for 90 so that SA-8B is in"OFF" position.
• Second case: 8A-8B is in "OFF" position, i,e.power is cut off in advance.
It is necessary to turn the adjusting shaft NO(4) with a screw driver toward the direction reverse
to the direction that it shouid be turned during closing the valve to make the rotor of row (4) turned
for 90 to 8A-8B"ON"position and then turn the adjusting shaft(4)a little make 8A-8B disengaged.
(The direction reverse to that of the screw driver during adjusting).
When the above mentioned adjustment is accomplished, slightly screw out the "Adjusting screw"
(5) back anticlockwisely until it can not be rotated. Then turn slightly the "Adjusting axle" (4) with
a screw driver. If it can't be turned, it means that the internal gear have been properly meshed. Now
adjustment of the full close position of the valve is accomplished.
(Caution: Observe the motion of the rotor switch during adjusting to prevent the counter mechanism from over adjusting or in disorder.

Screw out the "adjusting screw" NO.5 after finishing the

adjusting. )
e. Energise the actuator and inspect it:
Actuate the valve manually to its middle position. Connect power. Actuate the valve electrically
to move the valve toward close direction. When the electric actuator make the valve to the close
position, 8A-8B rotor switch can cut off power
justing is correct.

supply to stop the motor, it is ensured that the ad-

8.2 Adjustments of valve full open position ("row I" rotor

switch adjusting)

Cut off power supply before adjusting.
a.Make the valve move toward full open direction manually.
Romember the rotation direction
of "Adjusting shaft" (1). Operate the valve manually to full open position and then stop it.(There
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should be certain allowance from full open position to limit position for some multi-turn valves)
b.Watch the rotor switch 4A-4B for controlling the power supply of the motor, i.e the switch.
NO.4 shown in Fig 17 may be in two case. "ON" or "OFF".
c.Screw out the "Adjusting screw" NO.5 with a serew driver to certain degree and try to turn
the"adjusting shaft" No. I . If it can be moved,

this means that the intermittent gear is disengaged

and adjustment can be done.
d.Procedure of adjusting for the two different case:
Refer to 8.1 "d", but in this Procedure"
4A-4B should be used for adjusting.

adjusting axle" NO.1 arid the adjusted rotor switch

(Note:Screw out the"adjusting screw"NO.5 after adjustment energise the actuator and inspect
it.)
8.3 Accurate adjusting
If the valve switch position is not reached after the initial adjusting,accute adjusting should be
carried out.
Following is the procedure of "close direction" exact adjusting as a example.(including

two cas-

es)
a.When the valve close position is not reched(after power- operated), properly actuate the valve
manually to reach the

close position from the initially adjusted position.

Screw out" Adjusting

screw" No.5 to make the internal gears disengaged.Now the rotor switch 8A-8B is in "OFF"position,carry out adjusting and inspection according to the second case in 8.1d-e.
b.After the valve is closed, the T.SW acts, but the rotor switch 8A-8B is still in "ON" position.If
T.SW act is unwanted,
it is possible to actuate the valve manually toward open direction and
reaches the reasonable position under the prerequisite to ensure the valve is closed. Screw out
"Adjusting screw" NO.(5)

and make the

internal gears disengaged.

Up to now.

8A-8B is in

"ON"position, so should carry out adjustment and inspection according to the 8.1 d-e, first case.
(Caution: Screw out" adjusting screw" No. (5) after finishing the adjustment.)
•. The exact adjusting means: When the valve switch does not reach "ON" or"OFF"position, adjust
the rotor switch slightly delay and make it disconnected.
If the valve switch slightly
over"ON"or"OFF"limit, should turn the rotor switch a little advance to cut off.
Sometimes only need to turn adjusting axle a little angle,

1-2 gears on the counter unit-digit

gear.
8.4 Adjustment the intermediate position of valve (Adjustment of rotor of row 2 and row 3 ).
The position of rotor switch row 2 and row 3 shall be set as requirements. They can be used as
terminal signal output, and can also be used as intermediate position signal output. Procedure of
adjusting of above mentioned two row rotor switch please refer to the contents of 8.1-8.3 section.
9. Adjustment of position indicating system(MDPI)
Refer to MDPI mechanism is shown in Fig.19 during adjustment.
The gear of potentiometer of the actuator is out of meshing when delivered.
9.1 Adjustment of"O" position for valve close:
After G.L.SW is adjusted (or when it is being adjusted), drive the valve to its close position
electrically. Loosen the fix screw of the pointer of mechanical indicator and set the pointer in
"O"position, then tighten the fix screw.
Turn the movable arm of the potentiometer to its initial position and turn it back a little. This location is the zero position of the potentiometer. loosen the screw on the gear of potentiometer and
- 12-

push the gear into meshing position, and then tighten the screw again. (In this desige, the rotation
direction of the movable arm of potentiometer and that of the pointer of position indicator are the
same. Therefore the zero position of the potentiometer is consistent with that indicated by the
pointer of indicator.)
9.2 Adjustment of valve open 100% position.
When driving the valve electrically to full open position, the pointer should be in the point 100%
. If any slight deviation exists, move the pointer to correct position. If much deviation exists, adjust the valve open position corrected.lf the deviation is too much,it is' necessary to inspect for
mistakes in model selection or in manufacturing.
9.3 Inspection
The inspection of the position indicator system includs G.L.SW contact signal.
After the valve is driven to close position and stops automatically. Now the pointer of MDPI
should be in "0" position and the valve close indicator lamp is lighted up.
After the valve is driven to open position and stops

automatically,

now the pointer of MDPI

should be in "100%" position and the valve open indicator lamp is lighted up.
The pointer of the position indicator on the controller should be in corresponding position when
it is in "ON" "OFF" position, if not, it can be adjusted by the potentiometer that located on controller,
IO.Adjustment of torque switch mechanism(T.SW)
The adjusting section of the torque switch shown in Fig.15.
The output torque values (MK)in both open and close direction

are controled by T.SW that was

set before despatch. The set value is slightly greater than or equal to the maximum torque (MV
max)needed
for opening and closing the valve.The user need not adjust it.
10.1 In case that "Torque positioning method "is used, if the valve can not be hermetically closed
after T.SW acts,and there is certain distance between the indicator and the limit plate,

you may

adjust the indicator toward the limit plate to increase value MK.
If adjustment can't be done any
more, inspection must be made according to point 1,2 in table 1. If everything is normal, this means
that the actuator selected is smaller than that needed.
ment.

Its output torque does not meet the require-

10.2 In case that"Torque positioning" method is used,

if the sealing force of the valve can't be

determined accurately, in order to reduce excessive unit pressure for hermetic closing of the valve,
you may firstly set a smaller value MKI, (MKl <MK) according to the
" Torque switch graduations-output torque"curve on the products exfactory test report. Find out the
position of the indicator from the curve and set the indicator in this position.lf hermetic closing
can't be realized with such set value,

increase value MK1 gradually until hermetic closing is real-

ized.
11. Precautions for operation and maintenance.
11.1 The valve stem cap or the pipe tap on the top of the actuator must be tightened reliably.
When the valve stem cap or the pipe tap is removed for maintenance,

it is necessary to cover the

top of the actuator to avoid falling in of foreign mattets.
11.2 The glass of position indicating window should never be hitted by solid matters.
11.3 Do not carry out outdoor installation or open the cover of the G.L.SW box.the T.SW box
and other electric hermetic position.
11.4 After maintenance and adjusting have been carried out, it is necessary to mount up and
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tighten the parts for sealing the electric components and care should be taken to keep the sealing
rings not lost to avoid invading of moisture and rain water which may cause the electric components malfunction or parts damaging.
11.5 When opening the enclosure of electric assembly,

it is necessary firstly to cut off the

prestage power.
11.6 The power of motor depended on output torque, speed of the actuator. The user should never replace the motor arbitrarily.
11.7 Should never remove or reduce the limit plate of the torque
11.8 In case of''Torque positioning", the spring cover of torque
(The spring cover of torque of SMC-04,

should never loose or remove

03 located on the position of manual/electric

changeover

axle, the spring cover of torque SMC-00-410cated on the position of handwheel axle.)
11.9 After the manual/electric change lever is set in "Manual position, do not move it to "electric" position artificially.
To Conduct manual/electric changeover,

press the lever down as indicated by the arrow refer-

ring to the nameplate on the lever. If not seated, turn the handwheel appropriately.
11.10 When manual operation is to be conducted,

do not turn the handwheel forcibly by way of

adding a sleeve or inserting a rod.
11.11 When the actuator has been removed from the valve to be serviced and then mounted again, it is necessary to adjust the G.L. SW before putting it into operation.
11.12 In case that the actuator is rarely used,a scheme of periodical starting and inspection of
electric valve should be made

if the production process allows to do so.

11.13 Ground bolt and ground cable of the actuator should be connected reliably.
(Note: The electric actuator should be stored in dry and non- corrosive circumstance.)
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12.Trouble-shooting and remedy

Trouble

Cause

Remedy
I.inspect power suply.
2.Inspect voltage.

I.Nopower sapply.
I.Motor

can't

started.

2.Too low power voltage.
3.thermore lay (KH)acts.

3.Wait for KH restoring to normal
state.

4.T.SWacts.
5.Openation torque of valve is
too high.

l.T.SW act scaused by overstops

2.Thermorelay acts.

during open or

3.Poor statusof valve,

close operation.

sive load.

4.Adjust T.SW to increase torque.
S.Forcibly starting.
6.1nspect valve.
I.In crease set value of torque if
maximum outqut torque allows.
2.Adjust thermorelay.

load.
2.Motor

Table I

exces-

3.1 Inspect valve and correct it into mormal.
3.2 Operate the valve periodically
if possible.

I.The motor runs in reverse direction.
2.Misadjustment of switch.
3.Motor

can't

be stopped by
G.L.SW.

3.Reset of screw is forgotten
lfter adjustment.
4.Trouble
source.

on control power

S.The gear of limit switch
damaged.

4.T.SW,G.L.
SW acts,but the
motor can't be
stopped.

IS

I.Duive the valve to its middle position manually and connect the
Wife.

2.Readjust.
3.Reaset the adjusting screw.
4.Inspect and remedy.
5.Inspect and replace it with a new
one if necessary.

I.Operate manually to drive the
1.The motor runs in reverse direction.
2.Tuouble of guounding.

valve to its middle position and
connect the wire again.
2.Inspect and measure resistance.

~-------4----------------~------·---------1
5.1ndicating
The T.SW acts, but the valve
AdjustT.SW
lamps for full
has mot been seated in due
open, full close
position
can't be lighted
up.
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6.Remote position indication
not effective.

1.The gear of. signal output
potemtiometer becomes loose
so that the potentiometer axle
couldn't be turned.
2.Improper power supply.
3.The potentiometer is damaged.

l.Tighten the screw.
2.Inspect the power supply.
3.Replace it with a new one.

7.The
motor
runs but valve
is mot actuated.

I.The ManuallElectuire change
over mechanism is abnormal.
2.Locknut becomes loose.

I.Dismantle, inspect and restore
it to normal operation.
2.Tighten and chisel the locknut.

8.Manual operation can't actuate the valve.

The jaws of clutch and jaws of
handwheel body are out of
meshing.

Yum the hand wheel a little to
bring the jaws into meshing.

Stem nut becomes loose or improperly tightened.

Dismantle the stem or pipe tap
and tighten the locknut.

9.Valve stem
vibrates during
starting.

lO.Improper insulation.

11.0illeakage

Invasion of rain water (improper sealing of wire in let.).

I.sealing is damaged.
2.The ambient temperature is
too high.Intemalpressure of
main horsing rises up.
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I.Repair sealing parts.
2.Dry the electric elements and
motor.
3.Pay attention to the sealing of
wire inlet
I.Inspect and repair.
2.Loosen a screw sitrated a place
not affecting working to vent air
out (oil plrg is preferred.)

13.Technical

data

of

motor

Table

Item
No.
Ref. Power
(kw)

I

Rated Current
(A)

Stall Curent
(A)

1

0.04

2

0.08

0.74

3.57

3

0.12

0.85

4.62

4

0.20

1.80

7.49

5

0.30

2.00

9.38

6

0.40

2.30

12.04

7

0.60

3.50

22.68

8

1.1

5.20

24.71

9

1.5

6.60

30.73

10

2.2

8.70

41.51

11

3.0

10.60

54.53

12

4.0

12.60

74.13

13

5.5

13.50

91.70

14

7.5

18.00

120.40

15

10

23.00

155.61

16

13

29.00

194.60

L,

Apply

380v, 50Hz

three

phase

sms
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AC

power.

2

Special warning
To ensure the actuator complete unit's outer housing properties, during
adjustment and maintenance, the user should operate according to the operation
manual and this special warning! if the user does not operate correctly or does not
operate according to the operation manual and special warning and causing the
actuator outer housing protection fails, the user should take the responsibility! before
the actuator out of the factory, all the patrs related to outer housing protection have
been inspected strictly and be ensured to be well sealed. if the user open the following
parts due to the needs of adjustment or maintenance:
1. control box cover
2. wiring box cover
3. wire outlet assembly
after opening,the user must ensure:
Lduring the operation of adjustment maintenance or some needed, at 'that time the
actuator does not have the preuious protection properties, the user should ensure that
it is kept from the invasion of rain, snow, hail,moisture ,dust and so on.
2.after operation, when the cover is put on or the wire outlet is tightened, the user
should ensure that the opened parts inside does not have any disadvantage elements
sucn as water,dust moisture that may lead to the protection properties damaging.
3.after operation and the cover is put on ,the user should ensure that all the fixing
screws and the flat spacer and
spring spacer on the box cover should be
tightende ,with no phenomenon of leakage or loosening. at the same time ,the user
should ensure that the rubber sealing ring which function as sealing part at the
contacting part of cover box and houxing, does not be damaged and be painted
calcium grease,and then assemble as previous.
4.after the wire pass through the wire outlet, the user should ensure to tighten the
tightening nut, to ensure sealing. the serew sealing between the tightening nut and
housing must have PTFE. At the same time, the cable and tightening nut inner holes
must be painted sealing (such as 609).
.
5.if other parts such as position window or local button,is opened due to some causes.
and reassembled, the user should ensure that the sealing is not affected with
disadvantage.

